
 

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Grade 1-9 Criteria 

GRADE ESSENTIALS GRAMMAR SKILLS (Speaking, Listening, Writing and Reading) 

WT Few words 

few phrases 

Short sentences 

 

Present tense with simple 

verbs 

with one pronoun (I) 

Basic grammar (possessive, 

word order, etc.) 

S: Accurate pronunciation & intonation 

L: Recognition of sounds and meanings 

W:Accurate spelling from memory 

R: Basic information 

Grade 1 Sentences 

Opinions 

Connectives 

Present tense with several 

pronouns 

Some irregular verbs 

Basic grammar 

S: Ask and answer simple questions 

L: Short passages 

W: Sentences with simple connectives 

R: Main points of a paragraph 

Grade 2 Opinions with 

justifications 

Complex sentences 

Connectives 

Intensifiers or 

quantifiers 

Use of most pronouns 

Two (or more) examples of a  

Grammar increasingly 

complex  

S: Take part in a conversation 

L: Main points of passage with complex sentences 

W: Short paragraph with complex sentences 

R: Main points of paragraph with complex sentences 

Grade 3 Opinions with 

justifications 

Complex sentences 

Connectives 

Intensifiers and 

quantifiers 

Use of all pronouns 

Use of second tense incl. 

opinions in the same tense 

Use of 2nd ense (past) 

Grammar increasingly 

complex 

S: More spontaneous, for longer  

L: Longer passages with complex sentences 

W: Longer paragraphs, increasing originality 

R: longer texts with some unfamiliar words 

Grade 4 Complex opinions 

Some originality 

Wider range of 

Vocabulary 

Details 

Use of all pronouns 

Use of three tenses, incl. 

opinions in the same tenses  

3rd tense (conditional) 

Complex structures 

 

 

S: More spontaneous, some fluency 

L: Longer passage, higher speed 

W: longer/more complex paragraphs 

R: Authentic texts (leaflet, ads, etc.) 



 

GRADE ESSENTIALS GRAMMAR SKILLS (Speaking, Listening, Writing and Reading) 

Grade 5 Complex ideas 

Original Content 

Wide range vocabulary 

and expressions  

Four tenses, incl. opinions in 

the same tense   

Complex grammar 

structures 

 

S: Spontaneous, answers to unexpected questions 

L: Key points and details of longer passages with unfamiliar 

words 

W: longer paragraph for different purposes 

R: Range of texts (incl. literary texts) 

Grade 6 Wide variety of topics 

and types of material 

Linked ideas, well-

structured  

Complex grammar 

structures 

Accuracy of language rules  

 

S: pronunciation and intonation are mostly accurate. 

Increasing fluency.  

L: Longer passages from authentic sources 

W: Coherent paragraph, solid structure, ideas are connected  

R: Longer, more complex passages from authentic sources 

(magazine, leaflet, literary texts, etc.) 

Grade 7 Higher complexity 

Able to cope with 

higher register  

 

Increasing complexity of 

grammar structures 

Accuracy of language rules  

 

S: Answers to unsolicited questions and expansion of ideas  

L: Longer passages with complex messages 

W: Justify personal opinions, narrations, and detailed 

descriptions.  

R: Literary texts and news magazine articles, email 

exchanges and extracts from plays. 

Grade 8 Different types of 

language/register 

Combination of 

complex structures 

and ideas. 

Use of all the grammar 

points listed by Edexcel 

(Only a few are to 

recognise, e.g. subjunctive)  

S: Narrate events and express own opinions/ thoughts on a 

wide range of topics  

L: Different types of spoken language and a combination of 

complex tenses.   

W: Express and justify thoughts on a wide range of topics 

R: Draw conclusion, report and present informations  

Grade 9 A wide range of 

contemporary and 

cultural themes 

Use of all the grammar 

points listed by 

Edexcel/Pearson 

(Only a few points are to 

recognise, e.g. subjunctive) 

S: Develop, sustain and expand longer conversations and 

discussions independently 

L: Draw conclusions, interpret meaning in a range of longer 

passages 

W: Manipulation of language to produce long sequences of 

mainly fluent writing 

R: Respond to key information, themes and ideas and scan 

for meaning in authentic texts 



 
 


